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and proper. Gallahan's men have won
four more games than they have lost
and. the National Leaguers are six
games to the good on the. right side
of the ledger. r . .

Cleveland is the-onl- Western team
that has been able to win a- majority
of game's .from the Sox. Detroit was
particularly easy, the Tigers only
winning two' out of nine "battles. "St.
Louis and the Sox battled on fairly
even terms.

Cincinnati and Pittsburgh were
used by the Cubs as .stepping stones
to first place. Tinker beat Evers twice
In eight starts, one of the games re
sulting in a tie. Without. Pans Wag-
ner Pittsburgh got the verdict twice,

Larry Cheney.

losing Jive times tothe Cubs. In the
other five games St Louis took the
odd.

The Cubs have made this good-recor- d

with one pitcher Larry Cheney,
Not another, man on the staff has
been in condition to go the route and
be depended on. Lou Richie pulled
out one game At St Louis but his
other starts have wound up In disas-
ter. Charley Smith did one good bit
of work against Pittsburgh and then
was punctured in a million, places hy
the Reds, Pierce, the young left-
hander, ranks next to Cheney. He

has started hut twice, winning oncej
and being lifted the other time after
holding the Reds to a single run in,
six innings. Overall is not right His
exhibition Saturday was pitiful. Ev-

ers cannot hope for help from Jeff for
some time to come, if at all.

Luckily, the Cubs have encounter-
ed pitching just as weak as their own
heavers were providing. Tinker show-
ed them a good pitcher in Johnsqn,

( and he beat the Cubs. But Hendnxj
Adams and Camnitz of the Pirates,
Benton of the Reds, and Sallee and
Harmon of St Louis, all good mound-me-n,

have not rounded to form, and
Evers crew profited by then weakr
ness. You can count on the fingers
of one hand the games In which the

I Cubs' opponents have failed to'make
four runs, in spite of this the West

have won, simply because theyESiders punk pitching, and did it in
hunches.

There will be a different story
starting tomorrow, when Brooklyn)
the first of the Eastern teams is met
Nap Rucker will probably be the first
hurler to face the Cubs in the East
Rucker is in better form now than
any man the locals have been up
against this season. Pahlen can fol-
low his star southpaw with Allen, an-
other left-hand- and he also has
Ragon and Stack, a pair of right-
handers who have been twirling swell
ball thlaspring. Rucker and Allen are
liable to prove stumbling blocks for
that

team of sluggers who hit
from the off slde.

Mathewson, Tesreau, Ames and
Demaree have been holding the
Giants in the race, and that, also, is
a better quartet than the West can
show now. "Rube Slarquard has been
sick, but McGraw Is grooming him to
face the Cubs.

Philadelphia has Seaton, Alexander
and Chalmers going at top speed.
Seaton, with his port puzzlers, has
been the sensation of the yearamong

teams. Alexander is also
In fop form, as he has Blanked the
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